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Gastric cancer remains the second leading cause of cancer death in the world and is the most common cancer in Japan. 1 Although surgery is the mainstay of curative treatment, even after complete resection, more than half of patients with locally advanced tumors recur, and fewer than 40 % survive beyond 3 years. Accordingly, investigators around the world have explored a variety of adjuvant and neoadjuvant multimodality treatment approaches to this disease. In North America, the standard approach has long been upfront surgery followed by adjuvant chemoradiotherapy based on the findings of the Intergroup 0116 trial, which showed that postoperative 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)/ leucovorin-based chemoradiation increases overall survival compared with surgery alone. 2 However, another standard of care for resectable gastric cancer in North America and Europe emerged with the publication of the MAGIC trial a few years later and the FNCLCC/FFCD multicenter phase III trial a few years after that. The MAGIC trial reported an improvement in overall survival with perioperative epirubicin, cisplatin, and 5-FU (ECF) compared with surgery alone, and the FNCLCC/FFCD trial showed an improved R0 resection rate and survival with perioperative 5-FU and cisplatin. 3, 4 In Japan, the standard approach to patients with T2 N ? or T3 gastric cancers is upfront surgery with D2 lymphadenectomy followed by 1 year of S-1 chemotherapy, based on the ACTS trial, a large phase III trial demonstrating a significant survival benefit to this approach over surgery alone. 5 Nonetheless, even with adjuvant S-1 chemotherapy, the prognosis of Japanese patients with stage III gastric cancers in particular remains unsatisfactory, and so investigators in Japan recently have been evaluating various regimens of neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by extended surgery in multiple phase II trials, including one to three courses of S-1 and cisplatin, two to three courses of irinotecan and cisplatin, and two to four courses of paclitaxel and cisplatin. [6] [7] [8] [9] The optimal duration and regimen of neoadjuvant chemotherapy has not yet been established.
In this issue, Yoshikawa et al. 10 report the early results of the COMPASS trial, a randomized, multi-institutional phase II trial comparing two and four courses of neoadjuvant S-1/cisplatin (SC) and paclitaxel/cisplatin (PC), followed by surgery and postoperative S-1 chemotherapy, for macroscopically resectable locally advanced gastric cancer. A total of 83 patients were enrolled based on power calculations assuming a 10 % absolute improvement in 3-year overall survival in the four-course PC arm. The primary endpoint of the study is the 3-year overall survival rate, and the secondary endpoints include the clinical and pathologic response rates, chemotherapy-related toxicities, R0 resection rates, and surgical morbidity and mortality. This report summarizes only the early outcomes-that is, these secondary endpoints-because the data are not mature enough to report on the survival outcomes. Unfortunately, the eligibility criteria for this trial included patients with ''resectable minimal peritoneal metastases confirmed by laparoscopy,'' which is considered M1 (metastatic) disease in all staging systems and not ''locally advanced'' disease. In fact, 13 (16 %) of the 83 enrolled patients had M1 disease on initial staging as manifested by either gross peritoneal metastases (n = 5) or positive peritoneal cytology (n = 8) and thus did not have a realistic chance for cure at the outset. Accordingly, the 3-year overall survival rates for this trial are likely to be low, and given the small numbers of patients in each treatment arm, none of the regimens are likely to demonstrate a significant survival benefit. As the authors point out, this will require a much larger phase III trial, choosing the regimen showing the greatest activity based on the secondary endpoints of this phase II trial.
In terms of the tolerability of the regimens studied in this trial, the toxicities in all four arms were quite modest and were understandably higher in the four-course regimens compared with the two-course regimens. The rates of completion of all intended courses of neoadjuvant chemotherapy ranged from only 60 % in arm B (4 courses of SC) to 100 % in arm C (2 courses of PC), and the overall completion rate was a reasonable 83 % (69/83). This compares favorably with the completion rates of the preoperative courses in the MAGIC (86 %) and FNCLCC/ FFCD (87 %) trials. Only six (7 %) patients did not proceed to surgery due to early disease progression on chemotherapy; this is a fairly low percentage given the biologic aggressiveness of the gastric cancers included in this study. Furthermore, the surgical morbidity rates were remarkably low in all four treatment arms, especially in light of the fact that a significant percentage of patients underwent extended surgical resections.
In terms of the effectiveness of the various regimens, there was no clear winner; however, there were higher pathologic complete response (CR) rates (10 vs. 0 %) in the four-course arms compared to the two-course arms. The authors claim that a 10 % pathologic CR rate is ''high,'' and indeed for neoadjuvant regimens of chemotherapy alone, a 10 % pathologic CR rate is reasonable, but I would hesitate to say it is ''high.'' If a high pathologic CR rate is a primary goal of any neoadjuvant regimen, and indeed it is a worthy goal based on the knowledge that the degree of pathologic tumor response (and not clinical parameters) determines outcome, then perhaps neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy regimens, which engender much higher pathologic CR rates of 20-30 %, are more appropriate for locally advanced gastric cancer patients. [11] [12] [13] The R0 resection rates ranged from 67 % in arm C to 81 % in arm A, for an overall rate of 75 %, which is better than that reported in the MAGIC trial (69 %) but worse than that reported in the FNCLCC/FFCD trial (84 %). Of course, the R0 resection rate would have been significantly higher if patients with peritoneal metastases were excluded from this trial, as two such patients underwent palliative bypasses, five underwent R2 resections, and eight (all with positive cytology) R1 resections.
In summary, this phase II trial shows that four courses of neoadjuvant chemotherapy is probably better than two in terms of tumor response and that four courses can be administered safely in terms of toxicity and similar R0 resection rates with the regimens studied. Ultimately, the real question is what are we trying to accomplish with the administration of chemotherapy before surgery for gastric cancer? As physicians, our obligations are to help people be cured more often, live longer, and/or feel better. In any adjuvant setting, our goal is the first of these three obligations: to cure people more often. Therefore, when we are designing clinical trials of neoadjuvant therapy in gastric cancer, the goal is to cure more patients. So, are neoadjuvant trials attempting to move all of the systemic therapy upfront, before surgery, because we know that preoperative chemotherapy is better tolerated than postoperative chemotherapy, and in so doing ensure that more patients actually receive systemic therapy and its associated 10 % survival benefit? Or are we trying to generate more R0 resections, converting patients with unresectable disease to resectable disease, and in so doing offer them a chance for cure?
The major flaw with this phase II study and others like it is that the study design is unlikely to help answer either of these questions. By effectively mandating that all patients also receive 6-12 months of postoperative S-1 chemotherapy, it is unlikely that two or four cycles of preoperative doublet therapy will move the survival curve in a positive direction, and it will definitely not make patients feel better. By including patients with metastatic disease to the peritoneum and by choosing therapies with little differences between them and with fairly low pathologic response rates, this trial fails to demonstrate support for the other major rationale for neoadjuvant chemotherapy-increased rates of potentially curative, R0 resections. Hopefully, those designing future trials of neoadjuvant chemotherapies for gastric cancer will first and foremost ask the question, ''What are we trying to accomplish with this therapy?'' and then set forth to design a trial that will in fact answer whether that goal was achieved.
